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Information provided in part by WPRA, with contributions from Barrel Horse News 2020 has been a strange year in which nothing seems predictable, but one thing is still certain - two-time WPRA world champion Hailey Kinsel and DM Sissy Hayday can still be found at the top of pro rodeo results, and in record-setting
fashion. In the second round of the Dodge City Roundup in Kansas, the duo smoked a 16.63 from the bottom of the ground to set a standard pattern record at a Women's Professional Rodeo Association rodeo. According to WPRA, Benette Barrington-Little held the previous Dodge City arena record on a standard pattern
with a 16.68-second race in 2011 aboard JL Dash Ta Heaven. Ivy Conrado-Saebens ran a 16.65 in 2016 on a standard pattern in Spanish fork, Utah, aboard Cfour Tibbie Stinson (Eddie Stinson x Little Fancy Granny x Del Puerto Bill). It is important to clarify Kinsel's new record on standard pattern times at WPRA
professional rodeos. The standard pattern world record still stands at 16,399, set in Brazil in 2017 by Evelino Rocha on Rollin In The Fame (Dash Take Fame x Rods Last Lady Bug x Sharp Rodney). The fastest U.S. recorded run on a standard pattern took place on a barrel race on September 25, 2015, at The Ranch in
Loveland, Colorado, when two-time WPRA world champion Brittany Pozzi Tonozzi and Kisskiss Bangbang (Dash Take Fame x CD Nick Bar x Dr Nick Bar) ran a 16,479. According to WPRA, a standard pattern is 90 feet between barrels one and two, 105 feet between barrels one and three and between barrels two and
three, and 60 feet from barrels one and two to the scoreline. Kinsel and 'Sister's' remarkable achievement is a testament to the Dodge City rodeo committee's ability to keep the ground safe and fast for every barrel racer, no matter what position they drew, and of course a testament to the team's once-in-a-lifetime
partnership and athleticism. The barn burner helped Kinsel second overall in Dodge City to freshman WPRA card holder BryAnna Haluptzok, who had a total time of 50.89 in three races, while Kinsel came in at 51.25 seconds. See Kinsel's record sets here. Read more about BryAnna Haluptzok's win in Dodge City here.
Click here to check out the Brazilian 'Clubo dos 16' for a list of Brazil's fastest horses and riders to run a sub-17-second time on a standard. Information provided in part by prca, with additional reporting and interviews by Blanche Schaefer from Barrel Horse News ARLINGTON, TEXAS - September 9, 2020 - It's official -
Wrangler National Finals Rodeo moves to Texas for 2020. Arlington's Globe Life Field, home of the Texas Rangers, will host the 2020 Wrangler NFR, marking the first non-baseball event in this extraordinary new park. Organizers confirmed Wrangler NFR and associated events will comply with all health and safety
protocols for participants. It Wrangler NFR will take place December 3-12, and fans can follow official PRCA updates throughout the event on prorodeo.com. PRCA brings Wrangler NFR for 2020 to Globe Life Field, just 85 days from today, and we can't be more excited about it, PRCA CEO George Taylor said. This will
be an NFR that sets a new bar for us that we have travelled every year. This has been a challenging year for every time in life and this is something that can help bring it forward. Pro rodeo is needed now more than any other time of year. Photo by Kenneth Springer Globe Life Field officials has emphasized that
recommended health and safety standards are being met. Security measures will include a mask requirement at all times while inside Globe Life Field, and there will be additional hand washing and sanitization stations throughout the building.   Seats will be sold in groups of four with separation between groups. Contact-
limiting measures, such as mobile tickets, have been implemented throughout the event. There will also be metal detector screenings and a no-bag policy on listings on performance nights. Globe Life Field encourages all guests to check the CDC and Texas Department of State Health Services websites for any policy
changes prior to the event. Our Cowboys, just like the Dallas Cowboys across the street, will compete here in front of the fans - safe, Taylor said. For many competitors who call the North Texas region home, competing at Globe Life Field is almost a home-field advantage and a welcome change from cross country trek to
Vegas, alleviating some travel stress from their animal athletes. North Texas residents and RFD TVs Hailey Kinsel (left) are a two-time WPRA World Champion Barrel Racer and Stevi Hillman (right) is a five-time NFR qualifier and NFR round winner. Each has strengthened its position in the 2020 WPRA top 15 NFR
qualifiers. Photo by Kenneth Springer I can be one of the most excited people coming here, said five-time NFR qualifier Stevi Hillman, who lives in Weatherford, Texas. We're not even an hour away from home, so my horses get to rest in their own pens, and it gets more relaxed. This is big. 'Truck' (Cuatro Fame) loves to
travel and he loves to rodeo, but that's when we do race after race, so to be home and do run after race, I think it will be so much better for him. It's relaxed, he wants to eat and drink well, and I think it's going to be a much better experience. For Hillman, the potential for a new and larger arena setup than the traditional
13-second pattern in the Thomas and Mack Center arena also plays a big role in whether she will choose to run her 2020 RFD-TV's The American champion gelding, Truck. Although he has consistently done most of the legwork to qualify her for the last four NFRs, have chosen previously not to drive Truck in Vegas,
because the small frames of Thomas and Mack Center and challenging alleys did not fit the long went big pen specialist. I feel like the pattern has the potential to be much bigger, so we'll see what the setup is, which means I can drive the Truck. That's probably why I'm most excited, Hillman said. It's going to be a
differently shaped arena it looks like from the chart, and obviously he likes funky-shaped arenas. There should be a larger pattern, so it should suit him well. Two-time Women's Professional Rodeo Association World Champion Barrel Racer and four-time NFR qualifier Hailey Kinsel is grateful that the cities of Fort Worth
and Arlington are willing to work with participants and listen to their concerns and ideas. Both Fort Worth Mayor Betsy Price and Arlington Mayor Jeff Williams were present at the PRCA press conference September 9 visiting with competitors and PRCA officials. Fort Worth Mayor Betsy Price (left) visits with NFR fat
cyclists Hailey Kinsel and Stevi Hillman, along with the National Cowgirl Museum Hall of Famer, past WPRA President and Fort Worth resident Pam Minick. Photo by Kenneth Springer It's going to be really cool. It's a small way for me to be back and forth every day, so we just talked to the mayor of Fort Worth about
possible stalling facilities, and they're trying to assess what we can do there, said Kinsel, a Cotulla, Texas, native who now lives in the Stephenville, Texas, area. I know we can have morning practice and things like that, and if that's the case we can't be hauling in and out so much. Hopefully it would be an alternative to
where sometimes we could stay in the city and sometimes be able to go home. I hope we have options there, since it's so different and we can't stay on site. We just have to roll with it and see so we can manage and plan, and until then we roll with the blows that we have all year round. Welcome to Texas The Arlington
and Fort Worth convention and visitor agencies and sports commissions are rolling out welcome to this unprecedented event, and both cities have worked hard to bring Wrangler NFR to Globe Life Field. Conveniently located within walking distance of the Texas Rangers' Globe Life Field and the Dallas Cowboys'
AT&amp;Amp; T Stadium, Texas LIVE! boasts promising opportunities for NFR nightlife, concerts and more. Photo by Kenneth Springer This is more than a stadium; It's a center for the world's best events, said Neil Leibman, chief operating officer of the Texas Rangers. This is our home, and this is your home. Nearby
Fort Worth will also host the 2020 Wrangler NFR experience, when the annual PRCA convention will be held on June 30. of other fan-favorite events. We are a rodeo town and we have towed a big one, Fort Worth Mayor Betsy Price said. Wrangler NFR is an incredible victory for our region and another example of how



Fort Worth can host major events safely in this unprecedented time. This summer, Fort Worth has hosted major national events in golf, racing and bull riding. Sporting events like Wrangler NFR are an important part of our visitor economy that creates jobs and supports our recovery. NFR was born in Texas, and the first
three years of the event were held at the Dallas State Fairgrounds from 1959. Years later, the event moved to Las Vegas and has been held at the Thomas &amp; Mack Center at UNLV in Las Vegas since 1985. That place is not available for live entertainment with fans this year due to coronavirus restrictions in Nevada.
In a survey earlier this summer, rodeo fans overwhelmingly said they wanted an NFR arena that would cater to fans. The organizers promise to preserve the NFR experience that fans love and that has necessitated a one-year relocation out of Las Vegas. Photo by Kenneth Springer PRCA began looking for an alternative
location earlier in the summer. Ultimately, this has been a thoughtful partnership between Texas, Globe Life Field, the cities of Arlington and Fort Worth, the Arlington Convention and Visitors Bureau, Visit Fort Worth and the Sports Commissions of both Arlington and Fort Worth. The state of Texas knows how to do this,
Taylor said. Texas and rodeo go together. It has for a long time. Tickets for Wrangler NFR 2020 will go on sale to the public on September 25 via texasrangers.com/NFR. Wrangler NFR season ticket holders will be invited to purchase tickets early from 16 September 2017. Wrangler NFR events and PRCA awards will be
broadcast on PRCA media partner The Cowboy Channel. Channel.
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